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What financial information are you listening to? 
   
 
There are many so-called financial pundits who are 
continually dispensing financial and investment advice 
through the media. Unfortunately, their views are 
sometimes taken as “gospel” by the public. But their 
views aren’t right for everyone. Sometimes their views 
are for entertainment purposes only… they are simply 
paid actors! It is often difficult for an individual to 
distinguish this. 

According to the Social Security Administration, the 
average wage in 2017 was $48,251.57.1 Chances are, if 
you are reading this, you are far above “average” when it 
comes to earnings and this type of financial advice you 
routinely are exposed to isn’t really meant for you. The 
Tri-State area is one of the most expensive places to live 
in the country. We often get confused and think “Wall 
Street” is speaking directly to us through the mass media. 
However, the reality is they are speaking to the entire 
country… certainly not focusing on the top 5% household 
income (approx. $300,000); they are more concerned 
with the average household income earner. 

A sample case demonstrates why “one size does 
not fit all:” 
A 46-year-old woman who has gone from $750,000 of 
income to $1.25M over the last three years owns her own 
business. Her husband, age 50, is an attorney making 
approximately $700,000. They have two children, ages 13 
and 9—and the older child has Crohn’s disease. 

The couple have about $2M in taxable investments, 
$1.75M in qualified plan investments and they save about 
$400K per year. They have a $1.5M home in Brooklyn, 
and they just purchased a $1.5M beach home. Both have 
mortgages of more than $750K+ in the high 3%’s on 
them—and the wife really wants to pay them off. 

The wife loves her 401(k), mainly because of the 100% 
match, which as a business owner, she is literally funding 
herself. She owns $2M of term insurance and she told 
her Financial Representative (FR), as they were going 
through the initial planning process, that she would be 
a “tough sell.” 

Her Financial Representative sent her a link to the Social 
Security Administration’s Wage Statistics for 2017, which 
indicates that the average wage in 2017 was $48,251.57. 

 

 

He also recommended that she read a New York Times 
article, “Money Admonitions From 9/11”2, which 
outlines how many of the victims of 9/11 were woefully 
unprepared financially to protect their loved ones in the 
event of their death and the lessons learned by one of her 
husband’s profession’s most respected individuals. 

After she read the articles, the Financial Representative said 
to her,“Do yourealizeyou are nota 1 percenter (the top 1% 
household income for 2017 is approximately $675,000)?” 

The advisor continued: 

“At $500,000 of annual household income, do you 
realize you are not a 1 percenter, you are a 2/10th 
of a 1 percenter?” 

“At $1,000,000 of annual household income, you are 
a 4/100th of a 1 percenter.” 

“At $1,500,000 of annual household income, you are 
a 2/100th of a 1 percenter.” 

The “411” on today’s top earners 
Today, out of 165 million Americans: 

• 410,000 Americans earn between $500,000 and $1M 
of income per year. 

• Only 74,000 Americans earn between $1M and $1.5M 
of income per year. 

• And only 27,000 Americans earn between $1.5M and 
$2M of income per year. 

https://www.ssa.gov/cgi-bin/netcomp.cgi?year=2017
https://www.ssa.gov/cgi-bin/netcomp.cgi?year=2017
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/26/your-money/money-admonitions-from-9-11.html


For the individual who belongs to a group that size, 
finding the appropriate financial strategies relevant to 
them is scarce. 

No newspaper, magazine, television or radio show will 
spend time, effort, energy, or money marketing to an 
audience the size under 2/10th of 1 percent. 

More concerning, that sort of income earner is 
sophisticated when it comes to finances — much more so 
than the average person. They read, listen and are always 
thinking. However, they are listening, reading, absorbing 
and making important financial decisions based on 
information that was never meant for them. Bottom line, 
the conversations, objectives and concerns that they 
have about money — second homes, private school or 
camp for their kids, expensive vacations, hiring/firing/ 
nannies, the amount of money they save, etc.— are very 
different from the conversations, objectives and 
concerns that a much larger mass audience shares about 
money. 

 
Even when there is an article that is relevant to them, 
they often don’t see it for what it is. In the New York Times 
article, “Money Admonitions From 9/11,” Ken Feinberg, 
the former administrator of the September 11th Victim 
Compensation Fund, tried to advise people to make 
sure that: 

• Their wills and trusts are in order 

• They have substantial life insurance, whole life 
and term 

• They have a high savings rate 

• They have ample liquidity or a cushion 

• Their investments are not subject to undue risk 
and volatility 

Equally important is what he did not say. He did not say: 

• If you do nothing else, make sure you fund your 401(k) 

• Buy term and invest the difference 

• Use dollar-cost averaging with your retirement 
plan contributions 

• Pre-pay or accelerate your mortgage payments 

He said those things because, as a 1/100th of a 
1 percenter and an economic genius, he knows his 
recommendations will help to create and protect one’s 
wealth. These conversations deserve and require an 
uncommon approach and perspective because “common- 
sense” planning can prove to be counter-protective and 
even harmful for the top 1 percenters. 

The bottom line is this: The financial and investment advice 
that is routinely dispensed through the media can be 
valuable for the average consumer, but it is certainly not 
“one size fits all,” no matter how it is presented — or who 
the presenter is. 

Each individual’s situation is unique and should be 
approached that way, with the right advisors in place to 
guide you in the direction you need to go, based on your 
individual needs, goals and objectives. 
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1 Source: Wage Statistics for 2017, Social Security Online, February 2018 
https://www.ssa.gov/cgi-bin/netcomp.cgi?year=2017 

2 Feinberg, Kenneth R., Money Admonitions From 9/11, New York Times, March 25, 2015 
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/26/your-money/money-admonitions-from-9-11.html 

 

This material was prepared by an independent third party. Material discussed is meant for general 
informational purposes only and is not to be construed as tax, legal, or investment advice. 
Although the information has been gathered from sources believed to be reliable, please note 
that individual situations can vary. Therefore, the information should be relied upon only when 
coordinated with individual professional advice. 
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